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It's no wonder SoftPro is #1 in the industry- with the most
powerful, efficient tools to process and close more real estate
transactions than ever before. We understand the technology that's required to handle
the complexity of your business. oftPro continuously works to develop the most innovative and efficient
closing tools to make your job easier. Whether it's providing you with RealEC® functionality, web order entry
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status capability within your own website, we offer you the necessary tools to work faster and smarter.

And the result?

You have the power to become more
productive and move ahead of the competition.

Try SoftPro today, FREE for 30 days. If you don't close
more transactions, we'll give you your money back.
For a Free Demo , call SoftPro Sales at 1-800-848-0143 or visit us online at www.softprocorp.com
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The Evolving Role offitle
Companies in the eMortgage
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by Kim Weaver
This article examines how eMortgages,
electronic signatures and recordings will
save title companies time and money, and
will look at some of the best practices
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Has it Been Worth It?
t a number of the state conventions this year, I have been asked how many of
them I have attended. With the exception of Nevada, which I have had a hard
time pinning down, I will have attended all the state and regional conventions,
starting with my first in Indiana in 2000. The follow-up question has been, "Has it
been worth it?"
Tougher question but my response has been, "I'll know in two or three years."
The frustrating part of a trade or professional association presidency is that it is
only one year. The challenge of that short tenure is the difficulty to accomplish
anything of significance. Certainly my focus has been on increasing membership,
and some progress has been made because of the
actions of the Membership Committee and the
input of the Ad Hoc Team I put together last fall.
My goal was to double membership-without
putting a time goal on that-although it was
interpreted as being within my term. That would
be highly aspirational and pretentious on my
part-I know it will take more than one year.
And that's where the rest of the story is. The
next three presidents in line are committed to the
same goal. Read the columns Mark Bilbrey and
Rande Yeager have written this year. Listen to the
progress that Mike Wilie's Agent Visioning Team has made. We recently used their
suggestions as topics of discussion with senior ALTA managers to gauge their
reactions. As a result of the input from these two groups, the Membership
Committee has been charged with coming up with alternative dues structures to
encourage membership, more equitably spread the burden, and, we hope, increase
revenue.
Communication has been a constant theme repeated to me at many state
meetings, and it came up strongly with the Visioning Team. The direct result was
the first of a continuing series of quarterly phone briefings held by ALTA staff
attended by state association elected officers and staff.
So, has it been worth it? Whether it has to ALTA remains to be seen.
On a personal level, the answer is a resounding and heartfelt YES! Becky and I
both had a bit of trepidation at the beginning because we were sort of new faces,
and many people didn't really know what The Fund (my employer) did.
Your reception could not have been more open or supportive. We have made
many new friends all over the country, all the way to Kodiak, Alaska, and Tim
Hurley with whom I'm "like this." He'll know what that means.
So thank-you for all your support. More importantly, thank-you for the support
of the next administrations, which will make the last three years really worth it.

A

Chuck Kovaleski
www.alta.org
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Thanks to Wyoming LTA
An extremely special thank-you goes to the Wyoming Land
Title Association for its contribution of $2,500 for the second
year in a row to the ALTA Public Awareness Campaign.
Wyoming joins seven other land title associations who have
contributed to the campaign: Maryland, Minnesota, New
England, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Utah.

Correspondence Course
Testing Moves Online
Look for big changes later this year to the Correspondence
Courses offered by the Land Title Institute (LTI). For more
than 30 years, LTI has offered Correspondence Courses on the
basics of the title industry. Students read study materials on
their own and send their answer sheets for grading. Upon
successful completion students receive a Certificate of
Achievement. Over the past ten years more than 20,000
students have enrolled in these courses. LTI will transfer the
courses to an online delivery and testing format in late 2004.
This will allow easier access to the courses by students and
significantly simplify the back-end procedures for LTI staff.
To learn more about the Correspondence Courses, go to
ALTA's home page at www.alta.org and click on Land Title
Institute, then Correspondence Courses.

I Calling All Speakers!
Again this year ALTA is seeking presentations for the 2005
Tech Forum, April 17-19 in Orlando, FL. This is your
opportunity to share your knowledge and expertise in
technology and general management with the title industry.
The ALTA Technology Committee has identified four tracks
and many possible topics, but your ideas are essential to create
quality programming for the Tech Forum. Visit
www.alta.org/meetings/techforum and click on Call For
Presentations to propose a session. The deadline is October 1.
If you have an idea for a se sion you'd like to see but no
speaker in mind, please e-mail kelly_romeo@alta.org Visit the
Meetings section of the ALTA Web site for more details.
www.alta.org
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17-19

Florida

December
2-3

Louisiana

2005 Tech Forum
Moves Location
ALTA's 2005 Tech Forum,
April 17-19, is moving to
the Portofino Bay Hotel at
Universal Orlando in
Florida. This hotel is next
to the hotel originally
booked (Royal Pacific) and
is just as close to the
Universal Orlando
attractions. The good
news is that the Portofino
Bay Hotel has resort
facilities with a spa, and a golf course is only five minutes
away (two things ALTA members indicated in our memberneeds survey that they prefer in a convention hotel.) The fees
for hotel rooms will not change. Information about
programming for the 2005 Tech Forum will be mailed in
early 2005 and will also be available on ALTA's Web site.

TIUe News
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ALTA Debuts New Web Site

Look for Your Title News
Readership Survey
In order to make ALTA's award-

ALTA launched a - - new Web site on
September 1 with
easier navigation,
more information,
and more colorful
graphics. As
always, the home
page will be
updated daily

ff,.,

winning Title News an even better
publication, ALTA members will
receive a short readership survey via ~- ··.·•
e-mail just after Labor Day. Your
input will help us determine which
•
glrreering
I
r Business
features and departments are the
Process
most useful for you and what topics
you would like to see more of in the
.. Y>
publication. This is your opportunity
to let us know what you think. We appreciate your feedback.
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The new site utilizes rollover technology, which means that
when you place your cursor over a main header, the rollover
will tell you what information you will find under that header.
This should make finding information on the site much easier.
In addition, the Search Function has been enhanced to make
it easier to find specific information you may need.
In order to provide increased value to ALTA membership,
the ALTA Board recommended we develop a Members Only
section. In this section, ALTA members will have access to
the USA Patriot Search, Members Only Discussion Groups,
and committee information such as minutes rosters
'
'
documents, and much more. ALTA members will be able to
pay dues and register for meetings quickly and easily since the
system will automatically populate your information into the
registration and dues forms.
Go to www.alta.org to see the new site and test the easier
navigation. If you have questions about finding something on
the new site, contact Lorri Ragan at lorri_ragan@alta.org or

New Staff/
Promotions at ALTA
ALTA is pleased to announce that Heather Pulvirenti
(formerly Heather Briggs) has been
promoted to office manager. Heather has
been accounting coordinator for five years
and has significantly increased her responsibilitie over that time. She continually
receives recognition from other staff
members for going above and beyond her job responsibilities.
ALTA also welcomes two new members to its staff
Rachael Levine has joined the staff as
meetings assistant. She will handle
convention and committee meeting
registration, work as a liaison for convention
exhibitors and sponsors, and generally support
the meetings department. Anna Romero has
been hired as ALTA office assistant. Anna
will handle member phone, fax, and e-mail
requests and support the association with its
many office administrative activities.
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1-800-787-2582.
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Do We Have Your E-Mail?
If you are an ALTA member and haven't been receiving
ALTA E-news every week, send your e-mail address to
lorri_ragan@alta.org to be added to the list.

www.alta.org

GOVERNMENT
& AGENCY
ALTA Leadership Met With
HUD Secretary Jackson
ALTA leadership met with HUD Secretary Alphonso Jackson
and key HUD Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act
(RESPA) staff in July. (ALTA leadership present included
Mark Bilbrey, Mike Wille, Greg Kosin, Stanley Friedlander,
Theodore Chandler, Ken J annen, and Rande Yeager.) In
addition to educating HUD about the role the industry plays
in insuring HUD properties, ALTA discussed the potential
effects of the proposed RESPA rule issued by former
Secretary Martinez on the industry. ALTA leadership
indicated that packaging is occurring in the marketplace and
that technology is driving the settlement process. We
suggested that simplification, such as Uniform Closing
Instructions, could reduce costs and should be included in any
RESPA reform.
With respect to RESPA, Secretary Jackson indicated that
he withdrew the rule from the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) last March because it was not ready for
release. Going forward, the Secretary announced plans to
meet with the industries to obtain input. However, in July he
also said that the agency was in no rush to proceed. Recent
reports indicate that the Secretary may begin the new RESPA
process within the next 60 days.
At the time of the July meeting, HUD was expecting to
send responses to the questions OMB raised about the
proposed RESPA rule to that agency shortly. The Secretary
said he plans to consult with the House and Senate in the
RESPA process. HUD staff indicated that the agency's next
steps would be to meet with their federal partners, including
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the Small Business
Administration (SBA). FTC would be consulted about
analysis of the proposed forms and other studies, and the SBA
would be consulted about small business solutions. HUD
hopes to identify several groups who were key to the process,
select two people from each industry (a total of 10 to12
people), and get out a proposal. The Secretary indicated that
this process would not be negotiated rulemaking. In fact the
agency indicated that there would be a new proposed rule. A
www.alta.org
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new proposed rule could be smaller in scope and could be
issued only if 70 to 80 percent of the affected parties were in
agreement. Since the title insurance industry is one of the key
industries affected, we hope to be included in the process.
The Secretary's indication that any reform would be as a
proposed rule means that there would be several more
decision points where the industry may affect the process. For
more information, contact Ann vom Eigen, ALTA's
legislative and regulatory counsel at ann_vomeigen@alta.org
or 800-787-2582.

IHUD Issues Letter on
Title Reinsurance
On August 12, 2004, HUD provided guidance to the
industry on title reinsurance. ALTA had inquired in 1999
whether captive reinsurance arrangements established by
builders and lenders with certain title insurers would be legal
under RESPA Section 8. The HUD letter refers the industry
to a 1997 opinion on mortgage insurance captive reinsurance
arrangements for the appropriate standard. To read HUD's
letter, go to the Government News section of ALTA's home
page at www.alta.org.

Overtime Rules Effective
August 23 Change Pay
Practices
Sweeping new changes in the federal regulations defining the
qualifications for overtime were effective on August 23, 2004.
Under the rules, white-collar workers earning less than $455 per
week qualify for overtime. You should be updating your job
descriptions and your practices. Failure to implement the new
regulations could lead to awards of twice the overtime due. Title
agencies have already been sued, and the new rules will increase
focus on the issue. ALTA's September 8 telephone seminar
reviewed the new rules and offered tips on compliance. To
purchase a tape of this seminar, call 1-800-775-7654 and refer to
Seminar# ALT 8780-0. For more information, contact Ann
vom Eigen at ann_vomeigen@alta.org or 800-787-2582.
Trtle News
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business solutions

presents

"Taking Your Title Company to the Next Level!"
An on-site seminar presented personally by Mr. Darryl Turner
ALTA Speaker 2001, 2002
National Title Marketing Conference 98, 99, 2000
ALTA Tech Key Note Speaker 2003

- 1 Day Session How to set goals that are ach ievable
How to have a plan for every Rea ltor Contact
How to interview Realtors
How to effectively present the benefits
of your title company
> How to get into closed offices
> How to offer leg itimate, real estate
cutti ng-edge marketing ideas
> How to increase your prospect-to-actual-cl ient
convers ion by 7 times
>
>
>
>

PL?ft
Darryl Turner's business development seminars are
designed to equip , motivate and supply your title &escrow
sales team with the exact steps needed to acqu ire
additional real estate agent business . Darryl's title
specific business development seminars are the highest
regarded training sessions in the industry.

Schedule your company's
private session today!

Call: (209) 548-9000 ext. 204

urner
business solutions

The Darryl Turner Companies practices client exclusivity geographically and all or part of our services
and or offers may not be available in your area Call !or more details
The Turner Business Solutions is a division of The Darryl Turner Companies
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The Evolving Role ofTitle Companies
in the eMortgage Landscape
A look at how eMortgages, electronic signatures and recordings will save time and
money for title companies.
by Kim Weaver
ith the
refinance
boom of
the last
two years
slowing
and the hectic pace returning to
normal, title companies are looking
more closely at how to serve their
customers in an efficient manner
while differentiating themselves by
providing the best customer service.
Complementing this personal-touch
approach, technology has enabled title
www.alta.org

companies to streamline some
processes in the complicated steps of
transferring land owner hip and
keeping track of liens filed against real
property, as well as the transfers of
funds associated with these
transactions. Even with mall
advances in technology, there is still a
mountain of paperwork in most cases
and ample opportunity for documents
to get misplaced, lost, sent to various
parties, rerouted, and so on. And there
is a lot of information to obtain from
various parties and to exchange

among all the parties in the
transaction, for both the title company
and the lender.
With that in mind, let's look at
some of the current best practices
used in the real estate finance
industries to make the exchange of
paper and information a little easiervendor provider networks, electronic
document sharing, document imaging
repositories, centralized data, and
expanded systems.
The advent of vendor provider
networks have enabled lenders and
TI~e News
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Organizations Setting Data,
Document, and Process Standards
for Electronic Mortgages
he following organizations are setting standards for eMortgages and are
always eager to have participation from people like you. This is your
opportunity to help shape the future of the industry. If you and your
technology provider are not involved, you should visit the Web sites below and join
the effort!

T

TASI: The Title Abstract Standards Initiative is a subcommittee of the ALTA
Technology Committee and focuses on title abstract data. The completed work of
TASI will be presented to the MISMO Title Workgroup. Learn more at
http://www.alta.org/tech nology/tasi .cfm
MISMO: The Mortgage Standards Maintenance Organization is a subsidiary of the
MBA and focuses on data and document standards for the entire mortgage
finance process. One of over 30 active work groups, the Title Insurance Work
Group develops standards specific to the title industry. Join the Title Insurance
Work Group listserv and learn more at www.mismo.org
PRIA: The Property Records Industry Association is a volunteer organization of
county recorders from across the country focusing on standardizing electronic
recording . Learn more at www.pria.us
NNA: The National Notary Association is focused on the evolving role of the notary
in the paperless world. Learn more at www.nationalnotary.org
SPeRS: The Financial Services Council Committee called SPeRS (the Standards
and Procedures for Electronic Records and Signatures) has published a guidebook
on suggested practices for using electronic records and signatures. Learn more
at http://www.efscouncil.org

other customers to send orders for
title work and related services
electronically to title companies, using
either open exchange networks or a
title company's own proprietary Webbased ordering system. Most title
companies now return the requested
title product documents electronically,
whether through direct e-mail, Web
post, or the ordering system. Whether
used per single document or with
sophisticated copier/scanning
machines, document imaging has also
become commonplace for many
companies. This enhances the ability
to share documents quickly and easily,
particularly if the system supports a
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good method to index the documents
and allows the title company to
quickly access the particular document
they need.
As centralized document imaging
repositories have become more
popular, there has also been a rise in
the use of centralized data, which is
often available over Web-based
systems. From the county land records
office to the large title company to the
smaller field office, through to the
independent title examiner's home
office, data is more easily shared than
ever before. Often centralized data is
accessed as part of a transaction
management system. These systems

are evolving from supporting the
distribution of information within a
company to sharing that information
electronically with the company's
external business partners. Besides the
vendor provider networks and title
ordering portals, there are expanded
systems that increase the amount of
information beyond the requesting
and sharing of preliminary title work.
Closing details, closing documents,
and other information related to the
transaction can now be easily shared
with all the parties involved in the
transaction. Improving the parties'
access to information-what they
need, when they want it-also
increases the best practice of all:
exemplary customer service to all
parties with a personal touch.

WHERE DO eMORTGAGES
m INTO THIS PUZZLE?
EMortgages build upon the
technology enabling these current best
practices of data and document
sharing and extend it to the business
processes of electronically closing a
mortgage loan. Although there are
many definitions of what "eMortgage"
means that range from completely
paperless loan origination through
servicing to just performing parts of
the overall process electronically, two
main assumptions are common to
most definitions. The first is that the
process (whether it's a particular step
or the complete multistep process) is
paperless. This means the documents
are exchanged between the business
partners electronically, signed
electronically, and then "wrapped"
with a computer-generated digital
signature that can be verified to
validate that no additional changes
have been made to the document.
The second assumption is that
computer programs, without human
intervention, can extract the
information contained in the
documents. This means the data is
www.alta.org
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labeled with common data field labels
(e.g. "lnterest_Rate"), and therefore
the data can be exchanged between
systems electronically as a separate file
or embedded within the document.
The document becomes more than an
image, and it also becomes a container
to hold the data that can be passed
from system to system.

STANDARDS ADVANCE
THE PROCESS
To facilitate the eMortgage vision of
automating processes through the use
of documents as data exchange
containers, industry groups like the
Mortgage Bankers Association's
Mortgage Industry Standards and
Maintenance Organization
(MISMO), ALTA, and the Property
Records Industry Association (PRIA)
have worked on data standards,
document standards, and process

standards. Data standards include
identifying all the data fields used in a
particular transaction, such as all the
fields on a Note, and naming each of
those data fields with industrystandard labels, for example
"lnterest_Rate." Document standards
describe how to create mortgage
closing documents in a format that
includes extractable data within the
document, such as the SMART Doc
standard published by MISMO.
Using the data and document
standards as building blocks, process
standards describe processes for
handling these electronic original
documents, from ensuring adequate
procedures to obtain the consumer's
£-Sign consent to electronically
signing the documents, recording
them in the land records, tracking
who the owner of the original
electronic document is and in what

electronic vault it is kept, and many
other processes. These process
standards have been written by
Standards and Procedures for
Electronic Records and Signatures
(SPeRS), MISMO, PRIA, and the
Mortgage Electronic Registration
System (MERS). This guidance takes
the form of implementation guides
each group has written. Almost all of
these groups are volunteers; if you are
interested in helping define these
standards, you can find information
on how to participate on each of their
Web sites. See the sidebar article.
The technologies that enabled the
creation of these data, document, and
process standards include: 1) a
computer language called eXtensible
Markup Language (XML), 2)
Internet-based data transmission and
exchange, and 3) the use of digital
certificates. XML makes the data

I want tltle and dosing
software that has...
• Solutions designed and
supported by title professionals,
for title professionals
• Superior reports for my
underwriters
• Powerful and customizable
document preparation
• Live, immediate technical
support

cover story
exchange possible. It provides a way to
label the data in the document so it
can be read by computers and used in
other systems without having a person
rekey the data. A unique feature of
XML is that it is also easily readable

approach. Now that the development
of data sets for many parts of the loan
transaction have been concluded or
are close to being finalized, lenders are
starting to ask title companies (and
their technology vendors) to be able

Lenders are starting to ask title companies to be
able to receive and send data in the industry
standardformat.
by human eyes, not just computers.
Additionally, each piece of
information is categorized using
standard data labels as defined by that
industry. All the data standards
discussed above use XML.
Exchanging information securely over
the Internet, the second technology,
allows companies to share information
with whomever they want in a safe
and controlled manner. Third, the
security for Internet-based data
transmission and exchange comes
from the use of digital certificates.
Digital certificates use cryptography
to create a unique identity for the
holder of the digital certificate, and
the holder of the digital certificate
(whether it is a person or a company)
can then use that unique identity in
the digital certificate to encrypt data,
sign documents, and sign XML
transmissions. The recipient of the
digitally signed data, document, or
XML message can verify who sent it,
decrypt it if necessary, and check that
the data, document, or XML message
content has not changed from the
time the sender signed it.
This technology is already being
used to simplify certain parts of the
loan origination process, including
some title company best practices
such as communicating with vendors
more efficiently and ensuring secure
sharing of sensitive information
among different business partners. In
addition, mortgage lenders have
begun to move toward a datacentric

10
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to receive and send data in the
industry standard format.
"MISMO has seen extensive
adoption in the front-end origination
services, as business partners save time
and money implementing industrystandard interfaces, rather than
custom one-offs," says Harry Gardner,
senior director of industry technology
at MBA. "We're now seeing more
MISMO transaction adoption
through the rest of the mortgage
process. On the eMortgage front,
vendors and lenders are able to
provide a form's image (page) view
and data in a single, immutable,
electronically signed SMART Doc.
This means that electronic documents
can be transferred between multiple
systems with no human intervention
and no rekeying of data, and the data
and document integrity can be
automatically validated." In addition,
documents and information can be
shared at the speed of the Internetfor example, lenders can deliver loans
to their secondary market partners
almost instantly.

BENEFJTSro
TfTLE COMPANIES
While tlle benefits of eMortgages are
identifiable for lenders, what about
the title companies and closing agents
that will be requested to do business
this way by their lender customers?
What are the benefits, if any, to title
companies? To answer this question,
let's look at some current title

company challenges.
It's fair to say eMortgages won't
change the traditional rush of closings
scheduled for the end of the month.
But the technology that enables
eMortgages might bring relief to
other burdens. One such problem is
that most homebuyers don't
understand the value of the title
search and title insurance. They just
know they are required to obtain it for
the lender, and most are too busy
taking care of all the lender's
requested conditions to ask for a
detailed explanation that would
explain the value of the title work, not
to mention that many borrowers
never even see it until they receive
their final Owner's Policy (if they
obtain one.) Another issue is that the
closing agent, by virtue of
coordinating the closing among all
parties to the transaction, often
becomes the focal point for the
combined parties' anxiety. Even the
most diplomatic of closing agents can
feel the burden of ensuring that
everyone's concerns are addressed in
order to complete the transaction in a
timely manner. A third issue is the
backlog of final documents-recorded
security instruments and final title
policies-from the current refinancing
boom. Creating the paper, even a
short form title policy, forwarding it
onto the lender, reminding the lender
it is already in the returned closing
package, etc., takes precious time.
Fourth, the direction ofRESPA
reform and bundled services has left
some smaller title companies
wondering how to best compete in a
possible world of prenegotiated
package prices. Finally, the cyclical
nature of the real estate industry also
concerns title companies that may not
be positioned to cross-sell other titlerelated services. And now, with
lenders moving toward even more
electronic processes, which always
require some level of support by the
www.alta.org
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title company and closing agent, the
question becomes: How can the title
company and closing agent benefit?
Remembering that eMortgage
itself is a term with many definitions,
we should also recall the main concepts
of eMortgages: paperless electronic
documents, a datacentric focus,
Internet-based methods of sharing
information with multiple business
partners, and the use of digital
certificates to identify business partners
and validate original document content.

HOWrTWORKS
Let's begin with the title request. In
fact, many title companies already use
versions of the following processes.
With the growing use of common
data names and interconnection of
different systems, title orders can be
received directly in to the title
company's system. This streamlines

www.alta.org

the data entry process and the
communication with the lender
regarding the status of the order. In
addition, real estate data continues to
become available over the Internet.
Centralizing data leads to faster
turnaround of title searches, and some
systems can even automate the quality
control review of a title report before
it is sent to the lender. And by
generating documents in an electronic
format, they can be easily indexed,
stored, and routed to the proper
recipient, sometimes with automated
delivery. Tracking the receipt of the
title work is simpler, along with
resending a copy when needed.
Archiving the documents in electronic
format saves space and makes research
an easier task by eliminating the
dependence on paper files in storage.
In addition, many title companies
(and their software vendors) are

working on being able to send back,
with the title documents, parts of the
information that appears in title work
as separate or extractable data items.
For example, sending back the legal
description as a data item that can be
automatically imported into the
lender's loan origination or document
preparation system can help eliminate
data reentry errors. As the standardization of mortgage industry data field
names continues, lenders will continue
to ask for data return and other
technology-based enhancements to
request and receive title work.
Besides title research, there are also
technical enhancements for the tasks
of scheduling the closing and
preparing the closing documents.
Many title companies and closing
agents already allow their customers
to schedule closings online or even
automatically between their closing
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system and the lender's system. Some
"closing Web sites" also allow the
sharing of statuses, events, loan, and
other information, and even
documents between the other parties
in the transaction. Sharing
information, whether through e-mail
or Web-based system, allows each
party to receive and review
information at their convenience,
increasing the title company's
customer satisfaction level because of
the higher availability of closing
details 24 hours a day. The closing
agent's document preparation and
review can be streamlined through
using SMART Documents, such as
for the HUD-1. With a SMART
Doc HUD-1, all the fees are
individually specified witllin the
document, so both the lender and
closing agent can collaborate on a true
electronic HUD-1 by entering their
respective fees and elinlinating
rekeying oflender fees by the closing
agent. HUD-l's are already shared
electronically using secure e-mail,
Web post, or witllin online systems,
with lenders and others prior to
closing. Some of these methods also
include extensive document tracking
and audit trails, reducing the overhead
associated with distributing the
HUD-1 and other documents with all
parties in a timely and efficient manner.
Another benefit of using tllis
technology is to increase borrower and
property seller satisfaction by making
the closing process more transparent.
Borrowers gain when they can review
their loan documents ahead of the
actual closing appointment and ask
questions in advance. Sharing the
documents electronically reduces the
handling and courier costs, and also
allows the closing agent to receive
redraws efficiently and quickly. Some
systems even version documents so
that previous copies can be compared
to the current one.
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ELECTRONIC SIGNATIJRES
FEATIJRE PROMINENTLY
Since electro1lic signatures are one of
the defining characteristics of an
eMortgage, title companies that
conduct closings must learn how to
sign electronically themselves as well
as conduct the proces with
consumers.Just as tllere are different
methods of closing document delivery
today, several electronic signature
systems are conling to market, and the
savvy title company or closing agent
will become familiar with as many as
possible to serve the widest range of
lenders. Forms of electronic signature
include "click'' signatures, where the
signers click a button or icon to
indicate they wish to sign the
document; "text" signatures, where the
signers enter some form of
information such as their name or a
personal identification number (PIN);
"image" signatures, where the signers
handwrite their signature on a signing
pad that captures the handwritten
signature as an image; and "digital"
signatures, where the signers use a
digital certificate credential to sign the
document.
Because the act of signing becomes
a workflow task in these systems, it
means that logic can be added to
prevent signers from forgetting to sign
a document or signing it in the wrong
place. Additionally, it can elinlinate
the possibility of signers
"undersigning" documents (when a
person signs the document using less
than the name printed on the
document, such as ' .J. Doe" instead of
"Jane Doe.") And since document
signers can access the same electronic
documents, signing activity can be
reviewed, tracked, and auditedautomatically.
Electronic signatures can also be
used for completing notarial acts on
electronic documents. The ational
Notary Association has included a
section on electronically notarizing

documents in their Model otary Act
and promotes electronic notarization
to government and the private sector.
Richard J. Hansberger, director of
eNotarization for the National Notary
Association says, "The National
Notary Association is comnlitted to
the development of a sound and
reliable eNotarization infrastructure
that enables industry and government
to conduct electronic transactions
with all the safeguards and guarantees
that Notaries provide. As a paperless
economy becomes ever more realistic,
the National Notary Association is
preparing professional Notaries to
meet the needs of tllis new economy."

ELECTRONIC RECORDING
After the documents have been fully
electronically signed and notarized,
the next step is electronic recording.
The number of counties and other
jurisdictions that allow electronic
documents to be recorded continues
to grow. Electronic recordation offers
the same benefits as signing the
documents electronically: ease of
sharing documents with all business
partners; better tracking and auditing
of documents, and, when data is
included in or with the document,
faster document processing by the
land records system. Electronic
recording systems include the ability
to send documents to the land records
office and receive them back recorded,
as well a other advantages such as
automated quality control reviews of
the documents to ensure no nlissing
information or signatures, automated
calculation of recording fees, and even
escrow services for the payment of the
recording fees.
"All participants in the mortgage
process benefit greatly from electronic
recording," says Paula Steger, vice
president and director of the
electronic recordation exchange for
ACS. "With electronic delivery of
both the data and the documents,
www.alta.org
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counties are able to complete the
recording process and return the
recorded instruments in minutes now
instead of the many days and even
weeks it has taken with the paper
process. Once the documents are
recorded, they remain electronic and
are now able to be delivered to the
downstream participants
electronically."
The net benefit to the title
company is less time spent on the
handling and tracking of documents,
no more "lost" documents, and faster
return of recorded documents to the
lender or requesting party.
Escrow disbursement is also
simplified through the use of
collaborative data sharing systems.
Closing agents can request, track, and
receive funds online. W ith
electronically signed documents, it's
possible to streamline the entire

process of notifying all parties when
the loan has been funded. This is of
particular interest in escrow closing
states where the loan is normally
funded after the signed documents
have been received back by the lender,
speeding up the disbursement and
finalizing the transaction much faster.
While eMortgages are in the pilot
phase of adoption, there are still many
current uses for the technology that
supports eMortgages as described
above. Becoming familiar with this
technology only increases a title
company or closing agent's revenue
potential, from utilizing parts of it for
mall process enhancements to
participating in pilots conducting
electronically signed loan closings.
Learn more about the new systems as
tl1ey progress by reading eMortgage
articles, attending workshops and
conferences. Talk to your lenders
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And you have signing
agents nationwide.
Plus a company that
manages an automated
signing process from
• • • • •
schedule to close.
So turnaround is
fast. Volume is

..................
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about volunteering in eMortgage
pilots. Get involved with the
volunteer work groups working on
data, document, and process
standards. The technology is there to
make the title company and closing
agent's work easier and free you up to
spend time on customer service. And
as you become more familiar with the
tools of eMortgages, you'll be well
positioned for the next big wave of
business conducted electronically.
Kim Weaver is the
director of product
management for
BCE's Emergis elending business unit
in Mclean, VA She
has been in the
mortgage industry for
12 years. She can be reached at
kim.weaver@emergis.com.

virtually limitless.
And you always know
the status from schedule
to close. Online and in
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running your business

How to Use the

Title Industry Marketing Kit
This powerful kit will help you educate your real estate agents, lenders, and
consumers customers, while marketing your company at the same time.
by Sandra Bell
ast weekend, a
friend of mine
was trying to
do a fairly
simple home
improvement
project on his
patio. After
three frustrating hours of being
unsuccessful in his endeavor, he made
a quick trip to the hardware store.
Upon his return with a new $1.35
drill bit designed specifically for the
task, he was done in about seven
minutes-and the results were great.
The old adage proved right-you
just need the right tools to get the job
done.
When ALTA initiated its public
awareness campaign two years ago,
one of the primary goals was to
educate real estate agents, lenders, and
consumers about the value of the title
industry in the homebuying process.
Although the efforts have resulted in
some very successful national
messaging, it's always been known
that our true success would come
when individual ALTA members sent
out a clear and consistent message in
their local areas as well. The problem
was, there were no real tools to help
Sandra Bell is a principal with
Ervin Bell Advertising in
Huntington Beach, CA. This
article is an excerpt of her
presentation at ALTA's 2004
Annual Convention in Boston.
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them do so--until now.
Earlier this year, ALTA made
available the Title Industry Marketing
Kit. Members are already utilizing this
powerful kit across the country to
promote the title industry in general,
and their individual businesses
specifically.

misconceptions to germinate about
our industry, fueled by the
introduction of alternative title
insurance products and an attempt to
reform the Real Estate Settlement
Procedures Act-both of which
would have had a detrimental impact
on the title industry.

You certainly don't have to be a marketing
expert to utilize this "turn-key" kit. Materials
were designedfar members to easily create their
own local marketing campaigns.
WHY WAS THE MARKETING
KIT DEVELOPED?
The Title Industry Marketing Kit is a
key component of the public
awareness campaign designed to help
members reach the REALTOR®,
lenders and consumer audience with
consistent messages about the value of
title insurance.
As most of you know, our industry
came under heavy fire the past few
years when consumers began to
question the value and cost of title
insurance. In large part, this was a
result of the refinance boom, when
many homeowners refinanced their
mortgage loans several times in as
many years and began to question
their closing costs. Several politicians
and representatives of the news media
also began to voice their concerns.
This provided fertile ground for

Until that point, the title industry
as a whole had not consistently
promoted itself or the value of its
products and services. In all reality,
there wasn't a great need to do so.
But the environment has changed.
As an industry we must all band
together to promote an understanding
of the title process and how vitally
important it is, in turn, to the homebuying process. The marketing kit
was created to assist members in this
effort. The beauty of the materials
within the kit is that they are designed
to help members promote their
individual businesses as well.
You certainly don't have to be a
marketing expert to utilize this "turnkey" kit. Materials were designed for
members to easily create their own
local marketing campaigns. In fact,
many members are already doing just
that.
www.alta.org
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HOW ISTHE
MARKETING KJT USED?
ALTA is sending very strong
messages on a national basis through
a media relations and advertising
campaign-all with clear, consistent
messaging developed as the result of
qualitative and quantitative research.
The campaign's ultimate success,
however, will ultimately depend on
individual ALTA members
forwarding these messages to their
local markets. That is exactly how the
kit is being used. Look at the photos
in this article for samples of ads that
have been customized for ALTA
members. In addition, you can visit
the ALTA Web site and click on the
ALTA Public Awareness Campaign
button on the right-hand side to see
more examples.

WHAT IS INCLUDED
INTHE KJT?
The individual elements included in
the Title Industry Marketing Kit were
developed to give members tools to
reach our various audiences. The
messages were crafted carefully to
focus on the benefits our industry can
specifically offer each audience.
The following gives a glimpse of
the audiences that can be reached by
the kit's components, and the items
you can use to do so.

CONSUMERS
Our research shows what we've
understood for many years- that
consumers have a general lack of
awareness about the due diligence
process that we in the title industry go
through, and that many feel title
coverage is unimportant until they are
made aware of the issues that could
arise. Additionally, most consumers
aren't aware that an Owner's Policy is
essential to protect their investment;
many think they are covered under
their Lender's Policy. Therefore, our
consumer-directed messages are
www.alta.org

Reviews of the Kit

A

s mentioned, many ALTA members have already put the kit to use.
Here are some of their comments on the success they've realized.

"I think one of the greatest benefits of the new Marketing Kit is its ability to help
everyone in our business easily communicate our messages. For those people
who may be uncomfortable speaking in front of groups, for example, the video
simply needs a brief introduction and closing - it tells the rest of the story on its
own! With very little preparation or work on our members' part, they now have
the tools that provide solid information, and make them look good when doing so. "
-Anne Anastasi, Genesis Abstract, Inc.; Hatboro, PA
" ... (our company) has an affiliation with one of the largest real estate companies
in the region. Through that affiliation, my middle-Tennessee offices have working
relationships with over 18 REALTOR® offices .... Each week I am usually presenting in at least one of those offices. The number of agents in each branch can
range from 25 to 75, many of them 'boutique' agents selling premier homes. The
talking points, Jim Maher's articles, and much of the other information from the
Marketing Kit have been extremely helpful in educating these agents. And I've
found that the agents, in turn, are taking much of this information back to their
clients. Each time I speak, at least one agent (usually a heavy producer) comes
up to me and thanks me for the information and asks for additional information to
provide their customers. Even many of the most seasoned agents don't seem to
understand the basics of title Insurance and why it's important. However, this
information has caught their attention. They actively listen and interact by asking
good questions. They appreciate the education and feel like the additional knowledge gives them a leg up on the competition because they can better advise their
clients."
- Shawna Hulse, Realty Title & Escrow; Brentwood, TN
"The kit is very user friendly, the products are reasonably priced, and the information is very generalized and useful. We customized the Due Diligence ad for
the CLTA. They placed it in the California Journal (a non-partisan
government/political publication.) This publication reports on issues, personalities,
institutions, and political activities in California."
- Charlene Gonzales, California Land Title Association ; Sacramento, CA

designed to make people aware of the
potential problems that can affect a
homeowner's rights to their property,
of the amount of work that is done
prior to issuing a policy, and of the
product that protects their most
important asset.

Please note, however, that the
following items- while created to
speak to the consumer- were also
developed to share information with
our real estate professional, mortgage
and other customers directly.
ntle News 15
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A Loa n Poli y of Title ln sura n e issued by
Rea lty Title & Escrow can help protect your
assets. But typical Loan Policy coverage
sometimes isn't enough to fu ll y compensa te
for a loss. And, unless specifica ll y reque ted,
that coverage usuall y doesn't include
insurance to cover survey issues.
There's a e lu tion: an
Expanded Coverage Loan
Poli cy designed spec ifi ca ll y
for lenders. It automati ca ll y
covers 125% of th e loan
amount, includes a generous
survey insuring clause, and
adds numerous other protecti ons-a ll of thi s
plus the extensive coverage already prov ided
by the Standard Loan Po licy.
Ca ll us today about the enha n eel security of
an Expanded Coverage Loan Pol icy.

REDUCING YOUR RISKS ,
ASSURING YOUR SECURITY .

R EALTY Ti TLE
Corporate Office
I t 87 O ld Hicko ry Blvd., Suite I 00
Brentwood, TN 37027
Phone: 615-377-0620
Fax: 615-371-9747

Shawna Hulse, General Mcinager
Middle Tennessee Operalions

a PowerPoint presentation when
speaking to groups. This powerful
visual presentation about the title
insurance process comes complete
with speaker notes so that anyone
can make an effective presentation
before local groups, such as
REALTORS®, Kiwanis, Rotary, or
the Chamber of Commerce. By its
nature, this flexible presentation can
also have your company's logo or
other information added easily

• "Value ofTitle Insurance"
Brochure
The kit contains some sample
"Value" brochures to promote the
value of what we do as an industry.
These brochures can be ordered in
bulk and can be customized with
your company name, address,
phone number, and logo. Members
are already handing them out to
their REALTOR®and mortgage
customers who, in turn, give them
to their consumer customers.
Others are placing them in their
lobbies. This brochure will also
soon be available in Spanish.

Chip Ames, r. Closi ng A!lorney
Branc hes

Maryland rarms

Ml. Juliet

Green Hills

Cool Spring;
Goodlcllsvi lle
Columbia

Smyrna
Hendersonville

Realty Title in Brentwood, TN, customized this lender-directed ad and placed it in the

Nashville Business Journal.

• "Value ofTitle Insurance"
Video/DVD
This 12-rninute video (or DVD)
explains the process involved in the
title search, the types of i sues that
arise during the search, how our
industry then helps to resolve these
issues and describes the insurance
protection we provide. It also
stresses the importance of the
Owner's Policy for all homebuyers.
It can be shown to consumers as
they wait to close with you, at local
housing fairs, or to local real estate
16 September/October 2004

agent groups to give them a basic
understanding of the title insurance
process. The video can be
customized with a member
company introduction and logo. A
Spanish-subtitled version of the
video and DVD will also be
available by tl1e fall, helping to
reach the Hispanic homebuying
community throughout the nation.

• "Value ofTitle Insurance"
PowerPoint Presentation
Many people prefer the medium of

• "Value ofTitle Insurance" Ad
These ads speak directly to
consumers and include such
headlines as: "Rest Easy We're
here to protect your American
dream." These ads can be easily
customized to place in your local
newspapers, newsletters and
magazines, or homebuilder guides.
• "Due Diligence" Brochure
This brochure explains all of the
behind-tl1e-scenes work title
professionals perform before a
policy is ever issued. It helps
readers better understand where
their one-time title insurance fee
goes, and why they may not ever
realize all the work done to
protect them prior to the issuance
of a title policy. These brochures
www.alta.org

You've been asking for it, and now it's here: your new ALTA Marketing Kit.
Your kit comes complete with a variety of valuable, powerful marketing tools to help you communicate better and
more effectively with consumers, lenders, REALTORS, and the media.

• Ad Samples

• Brochures

• and More

• Video or DVD

• PowerPoint Presentation

As an ALTA member, you get your first kit for free. Additional quantities and
personalized materials also are available.
For your free kit, email Lorri Ragan at lorri_ragan@alta.org, or complete the form below
and fax or mail to:
American Land Title Association • Attn: Lorri Ragan
1828 L Street N.W., Suite 705 • Washington, D.C. 20036-5104 • Phone (202) 296-3671 • Fax (202) 223-5843

Order yours today ...
because this new AL TA Marlceting Kit really puts your membership to work for you!

AME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

PHONE

EMA IL

PLEASE CHECK HERE FOR (C HECK ONLY ONE)

D

VIDEO

ZIP

OR

D

DVD
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beyond" in order to serve their
particular needs. Our Realtor®
messages were designed to reinforce
the efforts we make on their behalf,
which, in turn, benefit their clients.
Ads directed at real estate agents
were developed for placement by
ALTA and are running nationally in
REALTOR®Magazine. This same ad
series can be customized for individual
company use in your local realtordirected publications. Headlines such
as "You work hard for them. We
work hard for you" help us stress the
commitment we have to serving this
market's needs.

LENDERS
In our research, lenders generally had

The entire REALTOR®-directed ad series was customized for Chicago Title in
Indianapolis, IN, for the company's use as printed handouts.

can be ordered in bulk and can be
customized for your particular
company. This brochure will also be
offered in Spanish.

• "Due Diligence" Ad
The "Due Diligence" ad is a brief
version of the brochure (mentioned
above), explaining the work title
agents perform prior to a title
policy being issued. The headline
reads: "Title insurance is probably
the last thing a homeowner thinks
18 September/October 2004

about. We want to keep it that
way." Again, customized versions
featuring individual company
names, logos, and information can
be ordered for placement in your
local publications.

REALTORS®
Our research told us that
REALTORS®have a general
knowledge about title insurance, and
most said that they respect the title
representatives that went "above and

a positive opinion about the title
insurance industry and want their title
representatives to continue to offer
true protection, products, and services
to help them streamline their
business. Our lender-directed ads
were designed to reinforce those
sentiments.
The ads were developed for
placement by ALTA and to date have
run in Mortgage Banking, National
Mortgage News, and Origination
News-all national trade publications
that reach lenders. The ads, which
can be customized for individual
member company use as well, include
headlines such as "It's not really a
secured loan until you have title
.
,,
msurance.

NEWS MEDIA
The news media is an important
audience because they, in turn, write
stories that reach consumers, lenders,
legislators, regulators, and others. It is
crucial that we keep the media
informed about our business and
solicit their interest in publishing
articles and feature stories.
A media kit is included to help
ALTA members garner positive news
stories in their local markets.
www.alta.org
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WE NEED YOUR HElP

He's ready to enjoy his new home. Thanks to title
insurance professionals across the nation, he can.
Because long before his purchase was finalized,
title insurance experts researched the property.
They looked for potential problems and conflicts
in ownership. They sought out liens, boundary
disputes, and issues th at might affect title. And
then they fixed them.
He can relax with an Owner's Policy of Title
Insurance, avai lab le for a one-time fee. So now,
he's protected-including full payment of lega l
fees, if necessary.
When you buy a home, buy an Owner's Po li cy
of Tit le ln suran e. So you can sleep wel l for
years to come.
TITLE IN SURANCE.

We encourage all members to utilize
this powerful kit to help us foster a
better understanding of our industry
and the value of what we do. And, in
the process, you'll be promoting your
business as well. As we said, it just
takes the right tool to get the job
done.

HOW TO ORDER YOUR KIT
Each ALTA member can receive one
Marketing Kit at no charge, and nonmembers can purchase it for $50.
Members can also order additional
kits for $50 and purchase quantities of
the brochures and other materials
separately. Materials can also be
customized for an additional cost. You
can order the kit online at ALTA'.s
Web site at www.alta.org. Click on
ALDJ Public Awareness Campaign on
the lower right-hand side, then How
to Order. If you have questions on
the contents of the kit, contact Lorri
Ragan at lorri_ragan@alta.org or
1-800-787-2582.

Hastings, MN, placed a customized version of the "Value of Title Insurance" ads
in the Hastings Star Gazette.

Elements of the media kit include a
press release template, fact sheet,
background information, messages,
and an educational article to which
members can add their byline and
submit to their local newspapers. Also
included are sample articles placed by
your peers to give you ideas for articles
in your local area. Writing and placing
these kinds of articles is a great way to
gain name recognition in your market.

This REALTOR®-directed ad was customized and placed in the New Hampshire Business
Review by Market Street Settlement Group.

www.alta.org
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Title Company Web Sites

• • •

Does Yours Pass the Test?
By adopting these simple rules, you will avoid costly legal problems and
protect your intellectual property rights.
by John H. Rees
omg
bu iness
on the
Internet
ha
multiple
traps and
risks, but
with careful evaluation and analysis of
each of the elements of the Web site
and a review of the relative rights of
the elements, title companies may
avoid the nightmare of litigation and
the devastation of an adverse damages
award. The world of electronic
delivery sy terns has made copying
and distribution of significant and
protected works of others, and the
infringement of important intellectual
property rights, easy, quick, and
inexpensive. It is critical that title
companies understand some of the
fundamentals of doing business on the
Internet to avoid potential litigation
and damages that could be
devastating. The following are ome
John H. Rees is a
shareholder with
Callister, Nebeker &
McCullough in Salt
Lake City, UT. Rees
gave a presentation
on this topic at ALTA's
2004 Tech Forum.
This article is adapted from "Ten Traps
to Avoid on the Internet" originally
published in the Utah Bar Journal,
October, 2003. John can be reached
at jhrees@cnmlaw.com
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of the potential traps that title
companies need to avoid:
1. Do not adopt a name, logo, or
domain name without clearing it
for potential trademark
infringement. A domain name
adopted by a title company may, in
addition to functioning as a domain
name, also function as a trademark
and infringe on the trademark rights
of another title company or unrelated
person. A trademark is any word,

function as a trademark. For example,
amazon.com®is a domain name
registered to Amazon.com, Inc., but it
is also a federally registered
trademark for a computerized online
ordering service featuring the
wholesale and retail distribution of
books, electronics, apparel and
accessories, and other products, as
well as other goods and ervices.
Another example is Zionsbank.com®.
Zionsbank.com®is a domain name
which directs the user to a home page

If a Web site is developed by someone other than
an employee of the title company, the developer
will own the Web site and all of the other
creative work contributed by the developer.
name, symbol, or device or any
combination thereof used in
commerce to identify the source or
origin of goods and services. A
domain name is an address used to
identify and direct others to a
speci£c location or Web page on
the Internet. A domain name is
obtained by registration through one
of several registrars, including the
registrars approved by the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN).
As long as the domain name
selected is not exactly identical to
another registered domain name, the
registrar will grant registration of that
domain name to the applicant.
However, a domain name may also

which provides banking services.
However, Zionsbank.com®is also a
federally registered trademark and is
used to identify the source of financial
services, namely banking, on the Internet.
Similar to registering a trade name
with the secretary of state, registering
a domain name with a registrar is not
sufficient to protect the user of the
domain name from liability for
trademark infringement. Domain
name registrars do not provide any
information to an applicant about
whether the use of a domain name
will cause infringement of another's
trademark. Clearing a domain name
for potential trademark infringement
can be done only by conducting a
trademark search. Trademark rights
www.alta.org
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accrue at common law. One may
acquire common law trademark rights
by using a word, name, logo, symbol,
or device to identify the source of
goods and services. No state or
federal registration is necessary.
Registration can enhance rights, but it
is not the basis for the fundamental
rights of trademark protection.
Inasmuch as trademark rights accrue
at common law, the use of a domain
name to identify the source of goods
and services, such as amazon.com®,
may infringe on the common law or
registered trademark rights of another.
The test for whether a domain name,
which is also used as a trademark,
infringes on the trademark of another
is whether consumers are likely to be
confused by the use of both
trademarks in the marketplace. This
is a fact-intensive test that cannot be
adequately addressed in this article.

Courts consider several factors when
determining whether there is a
likelihood of confusion, including a
comparison of the two marks and
their ight, sound, and meaning, the
channels of distribution of the goods
and services, the sophistication of
consumers, and several other factors.
Although it is not the purpose of this
article to articulate the likelihood of
confusion test, it is sufficient to state
that anytime a domain name is
registered, there is a risk that it will
infringe on the trademark rights of
another. As a result, the domain
name should be cleared by doing a
comprehensive search to minimize,
and hopefully avoid, any potential
trademark infringement claims.
2. Do not engage a developer for
your Web site without having a
written contract that addresses

key issues. Too frequently, title
companies and others using Web
sites for advertising or conducting
e-business engage the services of an
independent third person to develop
the Web site without having a written
contract in place. A Web site is
composed of several protectible
elements, which include a computer
software code that runs the Web site,
the domain name, photographs and
other graphics, text, and databases.
All of these elements may be
protected by intellectual property
laws, including trademark, copyright,
patent, and trade secrets.
Unfortunately, the ownership and
other protections of this valuable
intellectual property are often
overlooked, and the party engaging
the developer fails to adequately
address the intellectual property
issues.
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Although some computer software
may be subject to protection under
applicable patent laws, generally
computer software, graphics, and text
will be the subject of protection under
copyright law. A common
misconception is that a title company
may engage the services of an
independent third person to develop a
Web site, and by designating tl1e work
a "work made for hire," the title
company then owns all of the
intellectual property. Under copyright
law, however, a work made for hire
applies in limited circumstances that
are generally not going to be
applicable to a title company. A work
made for hire is either a work
prepared by an employee within the
scope of his or her employment, or it
applies in other very limited
situations. As a result, if the
development is not made by an
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employee within the scope of his or
her employment, particularly in tl1e
context of Web site development, it is
not likely to be a work made for hire.
If a Web site is developed by someone
other than an employee of the title
company, the developer will own the
Web site and all the otl1er creative
work contributed by the developer.
The title company will have a limited
right to use the Web site, but the
developer will own the intellectual
property.
For example, if the developer is not
an employee, he or she will have the
exclusive right to modify the Web
site. This means the title company
that hired and paid the developer may
not be able to update and make any
changes to the Web site without
obtaining the consent of, or a license
from, the developer. Because the
developer owns the copyright, it is not

sufficient for the title company to
obtain a verbal promise from the
developer that the Web site and the
other intellectual property will be
owned by the title company upon
completion of the development. The
title company should obtain a written
assignment of the developer's rights to
all intellectual property associated
with the Web site. Without a full
assignment of tl1e developer's rights
-not merely a license- the title
company will have limited control and
rights regarding tl1e Web site.
Another frequent problem that
arises witl1 developers is the
regi tration of a domain name.
Developers, as part of the package of
services, will offer to obtain a domain
name for the title company. The
agreement with the developer should
include a clear understanding that the
domain name will be registered in the

www .alta.org
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name of the title company, not the
developer. Further, the title company
should confirm that the domain name
is registered in its name and that the
technical and administrative contacts
are both under the direct control of
the title company. Confirmation of
proper registration can be done by
visiting www.whois.com, or www.networksolutions.com/cgi-bin/whoislwhois.
There is currently no mechanism to
force the transfer of a domain name to
the intended registrant.
It is important for each title
company engaging the services of an
independent contractor for Internet
development to have a written
agreement which, at a minimum and
in addition to addressing the timing,
scope, and compensation of the
project, should include an assignment
of the intellectual property rights and
a clear statement of the parties' intent
and the obligations of the developer
with respect to any domain names.
3. Do not copy photographs, text,
compiled data, and other
information in an electronic format
without a license or permission.
Because of the ease of copying and
distribution, there is a temptation to
not take the appropriate steps to
understand what action, if any, should
be taken before using photographs,
graphics, text, data, and other creative
works. In general, if the owner of a
copyrighted work is able to establish
ownership of the work and copying
has occurred, there is infringement.
Photographs, text, data
compilations, and other electronic
information can be protected under
United States copyright law. Given
that most people will probably not sit
on a witness stand and testify that
they have copied the works of
another, courts may find copying, if
the alleged infringer has access to the
work and there is substantial similarity
to the original work. There are other
www.alta.org

factors to be considered, such as the
filtration of unprotected elements, but
for purposes of tlus article, there may
be infringement if there is access and

Framing or linking may suggest an
association, sponsorship or
endorsement that is not approved or
intended. Another potential problem

Before copying a photograph, text, compiled
data, or other protected elements, the title
company should obtain a written license or
permission to use the work.
substantial sinUlarity. Before copying
a photograph, text, compiled data, or
other protected elements, the title
company should obtain a written
license or pernlission to use the work,
and the license or pernlission should
identify the scope of the pernlitted
use, including the term of the use.
4. Do not link to another Web site
or frame another Web site without
permission from the other Web
site and have the terms of use
posted on your own Web site.
The law with respect to framing
and linking on the Internet is not
yet settled. Framing is including
witlUn a frame on one Web site the
Web site of another. Linking is
including on one Web site a
hypertext link to the Web site of
another. There are cases that have
addressed the issues relating to
framing and linking, but no clear
position has emerged. There are
two fundamental intellectual property
areas of law at issue. First, the
framing of or linking to another's
Web site may constitute copying and
the public display of the copyrighted
work of another. The second
intellectual property issue is trademark
infringement and unfair competition.
Under the federal law of unfair
competition, no person may use any
trademark for goods or services that is
likely to cause confusion as to the
affiliation, connection, or association
of such person witl1 another person.

that may arise from framing and
linking is breach of contract. Web site
owners may have contracts with
advertisers that linUt advertising
on a Web site to advertising from
one specific source. If a Web site is
framed by another, such as by a title
company, and the title company has
its own advertising, the advertising
for both Web sites will be on tl1e
same screen display at the same
time. This side-by-side advertising
could trigger a breach of contract
for at least one of the advertising
Web sites. A final issue is "deep"
linking. Deep linking is linking to
a page behind the first or home
page of a Web site. For example,
www.alta.org is the home page for
the American Land Title Association.
On the home page there are several
ways to access additional pages with
additional information and purposes,
such as the page located at
www.alta.org/mmbrship/ serchmem/
stassc.htrn, which lists all of the
affiliated state associations. There is
also a Members-Only page. Creating
a link to the Members-Only page or
the page with the affiliated state
associations, without going through
www.alta.org constitutes "deep"
linking. In at least one case,
Microsoft used a deep link to
bypass the home page of
www.ticketrnaster.com.
Ticketrnaster.com®generated
substantial advertising revenue from
its home page, as well as other
TrtleNews
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economic benefits. By "deep"
linking past the ticketmaster.com®
home page, ticketmaster.com®
suffered an economic loss. The case
was settled, and Microsoft agreed to
link only to the home page.
Similar to the use of any other
intellectual property, the safe approach
is to obtain written permission to do
the framing or linking. Many Web
sites include a link to a page that sets
forth the terms for framing and
linking and allows such activity and
use so long as there is compliance
with the terms. For example, on the
site www.fanniemae.com, there is a
link titled "legal." By clicking on the
"legal" link, the user is taken to a page
that includes a link titled "Linking
Agreement." The page linked to the
"Linking Agreement" link sets forth
the specific terms of any linking to the
www.fanniemae.com site.
Interestingly, the page includes a
statement that "Fannie Mae welcomes
links to its Internet sites."
Although terms of use statements
on a Web site may not be enforceable,
the current practice on the Internet is
to include them. Specifically with
respect to framing and linking, the
terms of use should include
statements to the effect that links are
provided only as a convenience and
the user should not infer an affiliation
between the linked Web site and the
title company. Further, the user
should be noti£ed that the title
company does not monitor the linked
sites and the use of the links is strictly
at the user's own risk. It is possible
that a onetime legitimate link may
become a site inappropriate for review
or use. There may be viruses or other
illicit code downloaded to the u er's
computer when accessing the Web
site, and the site may contain
information which is inaccurate,
misleading, or could constitute a
crime or civil violation.
The flip side of this issue is the
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protection of one's own Web site and
avoiding embarrassing or legally
problematic linking or framing. It
would be appropriate to include a
linking policy in a statement of terms
of use.
5. Do not use metatags that are
trademarks of others, especially
your competitors. This is another
trademark issue. Metatags are
pieces of code embedded in a Web
site that provide instructions for
the operation or display of the Web
site. A visit to my firm's Web site,

user to the Web site of another,
there is confusion as to the source
of goods and services. Developers
may or may not disclose to a title
company that metatags have been
used in the Web site. The title
company should include in the
development agreement a
representation and warranty that no
metatags are included that may
be another's trademark, and the title
company should personally review
the metatags to confirm the
accuracy of such representation.

Before engaging in the practice ofsending any
unsolicited e-mail, each title company should
review and understand the new federal CAN

SPAM Act.
www.cnmlaw.com, will disclose a
metatag. Metatags may be displayed
in Internet Explorer by clicking on
"view" on the toolbar, and then on
"source" from the dropdown menu. A
separate window will appear, which
will display any metatags. In the case
of www.cnmlaw.com, there is a
metatag "<meta http-equiv="ContentType" content=" text/html;
charset=iso-8859-1">." In some cases,
Internet search engines use metatags
to help locate sites that the user of the
search engine is seeking. In one case,
Equitrak included a metatag of the
word Copitrak®with the hope that
users oflnternet search engines would
be directed to its site and not its
competitor Promatek, which owned
the trademark Copitrak®. Courts
have found that when the metatag is
the trademark of another, this
constitutes initial interest confusion,
a form of trademark infringement.
Although the trademark is never
displayed to the public, unless one
follows the steps above, because the
trademark is used, at least initially,
divert the attention of the Internet

6. Do not send spam e-mail
without complying with state
statutes. Spam is unsolicited e-mail
and has become an enormous
problem in the business world in
particular. The estimated loss of
productivity is significant, and, at a
minimum, for most people spam is
very annoying. Before engaging in
the practice of sending any unsolicited
e-mail, each title company should
review and understand the new
federal CAN SPAM Act. The limited
scope of this article does not permit a
discussion of the specifics of the Act.
7. Avoid unintentional disclosure
of customer information, including
information communicated by fax
and e-mail. Privacy is a hot topic.
Although privacy always has or at
least should have been an issue, the
advent of electronic delivery systems
has made the issue more relevant than
ever before. The Grarnm-LeachBliley Act addresses the privacy of
certain nonpublic consumer
information by financial institutions
and their service providers and
www.alta.org
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imposes privacy obligations on such
institutions. Title companies that
participate in certain real estate
settlement practices are within the
scope of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley
Act. In addition, there are other
potential concerns relating to the
disclosure of information that is
sensitive or confidential. With the
heightened standards for financial
institutions and health care providers,
it is conceivable that there could be a
claim for negligence against one who
collects sensitive and confidential
information and discloses that
information without the consent of
the affected person. A negligence
claim could arise from the failure of
a title company to adequately secure
the server on which data is located,
both from physical intrusion as well
as electronic disclosure or access.
8. Read your contracts and comply
with them. Title companies and
users ofWeb sites should read and
understand the contracts that
govern their relationship to
intellectual property and the rights
of others doing business on the
Internet. Title companies should
begin with the development
agreement. The development
agreement should be drafted to
address ownership, scope of the
work, timing of delivery of the
work to be tested and the final
product, identification of the
deliverables, representations and
warranties as to the originality of the
work and noninfringement, the use of
third-party software, indemnification
for infringement claims, and an
assignment of all intellectual property.
Again, there may be a reason to allow
the developer to maintain the
ownership or license to some of the
files involved in the Web site, but
the issue should be negotiated and
appropriately addressed in the
development agreement. Title
www.alta.org

companies should be aware of any
other license agreements governing
the use of intellectual property, such
as software license agreements.
9. A local company doing business
on the Internet may not be able to
limit jurisdiction to local courts.
Title companies need to be aware
that by offering services on the
Internet, they may be unintentionally
subjecting themselves to jurisdiction
in other states. For example, if Title
Company A is located in the state of
Maryland but offers title report
services to a customer over the
Internet in the state of Florida, Title
Company A may be required to go to
the state of Florida to defend itself
against a claim filed by the customer
in Florida.
10. Protect and enforce intellectual
property and other rights. Finally, a
good defense is a well-executed
offense. Web sites naturally include
multiple intellectual property and
other rights. Not only should Web
site owners seek to avoid infringing on
the rights of others, they should
protect their own intellectual property
and other rights. Obviously there are
limitations, but, in general, title
companies should consider copyright
registration. Copyright applications
with detailed instructions are available
at www.loc.gov/copyright. In
addition to the substantial remedies
available, a certificate of registration
constitutes prima facie evidence of
the validity of the copyright and of
the facts stated in the certificate of
registration. Obtaining federal
trademark registration may cost
several hundred to a few thousand
dollars, but the benefits are
significant. Like a copyright
certificate of registration, a federal
trademark certificate of registration
is prima facie evidence of the
validity and ownership of the

registered mark. In addition to the
recovery of damages and access to
federal court, the owner of a federal
trademark registration may enjoin
the use of an infringing mark.
Having a federally registered
trademark can provide the leverage
necessary to stop an infringer
without having to file a lawsuit.
Patent protection may be available
for certain programs or business
methods, and there may be trade
secrets associated with the Web site
and the business on the Web site
that should be protected.

JUST LIKE TITLE WORK
Evaluating a Web site is similar to
reviewing a title report on a parcel of
real property. Each lien and other
encumbrance must be reviewed and
evaluated and an understanding of
what action needs to be taken for
each interest must be determined.
Title companies can be much more
confident doing business on the
Internet if each will take appropriate
steps to avoid infringement and the
other problems addressed in this
article and, to take the time to protect
the title company's interest in its own
property.
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Title Triumph® Board Game
Thrills Audiences
Test your staff's knowledge of our industry with this staff-training board game that
can easily be played in a lunch hour.
by Patricia L. Berman
ALTA
members
and nonmembers
across the
country
are having
fun at
work using "Title Triumph®The
Game of Land Title Knowledge" as a
staff training tool. More than 350
board games have been purcha ed by
abstracters, title agents, underwriters,
vendors, and affiliated land title
associations since it was introduced
last fall at the ALTA Annual
Convention.
The game is being used in various
formats-staff training sessions
during regular working hours or lunch
hour, staff meetings when a few
questions are posed to the group, at
underwriter training seminars, at state
land title association convention
tournaments, and even at holiday staff
parties. Although the game can be
played one-on-one, it was designed
for team play (2 to 4 players on a
team) to encourage team building and
group dynamics.
A recent online satisfaction survey
indicates 96.4% ofTitle Triumph®
buyers agreed that they received value
for their money in purchasing the
game. The survey also indicated that
the majority of the game sessions
were played as teams rather than
individuals. Sixty-three percent of
respondents indicated they awarded
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prizes to the game winners, such as
gift certificates, coupons for a free
lunch or dinner (up to a certain
amount), movie, concert, or sporting
event tickets, cash, desk accessories, or
a Title Triumph®medallion.

used in the championship round of
the Title Triumph®tournament in
Boston at the 2004 ALTA Annual
Convention. The new questions
should be ready for purchase in early
2005.

HOW YOUR PEERS
ARE PLAYING

COME PLAY AND
JOIN US FOR ICE CREAM

Sue Hoskins at Reliant Title
Insurance Agency, Virginia Beach,
VA, reported that their team captains
retained their Title Triumph®medal
for a week and displayed it in their
work space until the next week's
competition. Then the medal is
passed on to the new winner.
Len Karmel, Advance Abstract
Corp., Great Neck, NY, presented the
winning team members with
certificates entitling the bearer to one
day off from work (to be pre-arranged
with management); second-place
winners received a half day off (to be
pre-arranged with management), and
third-place winners received
certificates for one $10 voucher for
lunch (to be prearranged with
management.)

If you'd like to see the game being
played in person, join us for the Title
Triumph®Tournament and Ice
Cream Social, Friday, October 8, from
2:00-4:30 p.m. during ALTA's Annual
Convention in Boston. Form your
team in advance, create one on-site, or
just come and watch (and eat ice
cream). Medallions will be awarded to
the winners of the preliminary rounds,
and $50 gift certificates plus a free
copy of the board game are the
championship round prizes. Special
thanks to United General Title
Insurance Company for sponsoring
the event.

NEW QUESTIONS
BEING DEVELOPED
The ALTA Education Committee is
finalizing new game questions
covering more advanced topics such as
water rights, endorsements,
encumbrances, reinsurance and
coinsurance, subdivisions, and UCC.
The new questions will be tested and

HOW CAN I ORDER MY COPY?
To order your copy of "Title
Triumph®The Game of Land Title
Knowledge," go to ALTA's home page
at www.alta.org and click on Land
Title Institute, then Board Game.
The price is $146 for ALTA
members; $196 for nonmembers. If
you have questions about the game,
please contact me at
pat_berman@alta.org.

www.alta.org

A revolutionary nevv vvay to
get the ansvvers you need.
PROPERTY VALUE AND OWNERSHIP • FRAUD DETECTION AND INVESTIGATION
LIEN RELEASE INFORMATION • APPRAISAL REVIEW

Aearnuesf cam
With RealOuest.com you get instant access to
PROPERTY AND OWNERSHIP INFORMATION covering 85% of all properties and
92% of all transactions in the United States.
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Legal and vesting information
Recorded document images
Comparables
Property reports
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Sales and financing information
Parcel maps
Flood data
Automated valuation models

First American
Real Estate Solutions'"
www.firstamres.com
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Members Helping Members: ALTA
Member Vendors Are Here For You!
Is your company on the road to success? There's a special group of ALTA members
who are eager to help you.
The old
mantra
"quicker,
better,
cheaper" has
never been
more true.
If your boom
seems to be over, you probably have a
lingering thought: 'We made it
through, but how will we do it next
time?" Now is the perfect time to

start looking for the competitive edge
that will ensure customer loyalty and
help you build market share.
Your goal is to provide the quickest
turnaround, the best customer service,
and the most competitive pricing
possible. You may also be looking to
expand your business. Technology is
part of the answer, but you'll find
more than just desktop solutions from
these companies. Legal services,
marketing services, professional

trainers, consulting experts, and more
are available to you. Pick your
partners for success from among your
fellow members and create the future
together.
Look for these companies at
ALTA's Annual Convention in
Boston, and visit the online directories
to learn more about the services they
can provide.

A+Abstract, Inc.
Brooklyn, NY
718-645-5900
www.aplusabstract.com

APTltude Solutions
Casselberry, FL
866-278-4765
www.aptitudesolutions.com

Corporate Development Services, Inc.
West Chester, PA
800-296-1540
www.cdswebcentral.com

ABN AMRO Services Company
Chicago, IL
312-904-9464
www.cashproweb.com

AZ Ink, Ltd.
Tucson, AZ
520-885-1785
www.azink.com

CourthouseData
Fayetteville, AR
479-582-0900
www.courthousedata.com

AdvantageWare Inc.
Redding, CA
530-222-5417
www.awiware.com

BCEEmergis
McLean, VA
800-833-2593
www.emergis.com

Data Tree**
San Diego, CA
800-789-7244
www.datatree.com

AH Communications, Inc.
Raleigh, NC
919-848-2119
www.ahc.biz

Carnanco
Perkiomenville, PA
215-234-6467
www.carnanco.com

Digital Delivery, Inc.
Dallas, TX
972-392-4646
www.digitaldeliveryinc.com

AMC Inc
Phoenix, AZ
602-978-0720
www.aztechsoft.com

CIM Services, Inc.
Bradenton, FL
800-952-7893
www.creditinsmarkets.com

DTC Software
Janesville, W1
800-637-3382
www.dtcsoftware.com

APSCREEN, Inc.
Newport Beach, CA
800-277-2733
www.apscreen.com

ClosingCounsel.com
Wellesley, MA
800-248-0188
www.closingcounsel.com

Easy Soft, Inc.
Watchung, NJ
800-905-7638
www.easysoft-usa.com
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eLynx:Ltd*
Cincinnati, OH
513-612-5935
www.elynx.com

Jeanne Johnson &Associates
Naples, FL
651-426-9962
LandRecs.com

RamQyest Software, Inc.*
Plano, TX
214-291-1600
www.ramquest.com

Entyre Doc Prep, Inc.
Ann Arbor, MI
734-761-1087
www.entyre.com

Landata Group, Inc.
San Antonio, TX
877-526-3282
www.landata.com

RBJ Computer Systems, Inc.
Monrovia, CA
626-357-9725
www.rbj.com

Financial Publishing Company
South Bend, IN
574-243-6040
www.financial-publishing.com

Landata Systems, Inc. *
Houston, TX
800-729-1900
www.landatasystems.com

RCI Teleconferencing
Wayne, NJ
800-527-4874 x278
www.callrci.com

First American Real Estate
Solutions
Round Rock , TX
512-238-9470
www.firstarnres.com

Lincoln Data, Inc. *
Spokane, WA
800-888-4153
www.lincolndata.com

Real Estate Closing Software
Madison, WI
800-350-8262
www.lawfirmsoftware.com

Luna Star Abstracting &
Title Services
Kalamazoo, MI
269-501-1751
www.geocities.com/jenne314/luna_sta
r.html

RealEC Technologies(R)
Santa Ana, CA
877-273-2532
www.realec.com

First Data Systems, Inc. *
Nashville, TN
877-775-3134
firstdatasystems.com
FocusLand &
Legal Technologies, Inc.
(}reensburg,PA
800-245-7900
www.focus-tech.com
GATORSystems *
Pittsburgh, PA
888-647-7752
www.gatorsystems.com
Granite Software **
Burbank, CA
818-252-1950
www.iclosingsdirect.com
hal Systems Corporation
Dallas, TX
214-691-4700
www.halfile.com
Ingeo
Kaysville, UT
801-497-0383
www.mgeo.com
www.alta.org

Miller, Starr & Regalia
Walnut Creek, CA
www.msandr.com
MKAssociates, Inc.
Warrenton, VA
540-428-3550
www.mkassociates.com
Motivators, Inc.
Hicksville, NY
516-735-9600
www.titlepromos.com
PrintDepartment.com
Carlsbad, CA
760-930-9510
www.printdepartment.com
Pursuit Software Inc.
South Plainfield, NJ
908-822-1458
www.pursuitsoftware.com

RealtyAssist
Carlsbad, CA
760-930-9510
www.realtyassist.com
RealXchange.com
Orem, UT
877-895-1202
www.realxchange.com
Silver Bay Systems, Inc.
Eagle River, WI
715-479-3044
www.silverbaysystems.com
SMS**
Orange, CA
800-767-7832
www.smscorp.com

SoftPro Corporation **
Raleigh, NC
800-848-0143
www.softprocorp.com
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Springer Systems
Basking Ridge, NJ
517-626-6308
Standard Solutions, Inc.•
Malden, MA
800-597-6007
www.standardsolutions.com
Steven G. Lawrence, P.C.
McKinney, TX
866-542-8872
www.stevenglawrencepc.com
TGExpress
Honolulu, HI
808-521-0217
The Rockridge Group, Ltd
Woodstock, IL
815-338-3320
The Sustainable Company, Inc.
Fort Worth, TX
817-428-9654
www.thesustainablecompany.com
Titleboard.com
Culver City, CA
866-452-8800
www.titleboard.com
TitlePac, Inc. •
Muskogee, 0 K
800-331-9759
www.titlepac.com
Titlepro
(Beacon Technology USA, LLC)
Lancaster, PA
800-786-8776
www.go-titlepro.com
TitlePromos.com
Hicksville, NY
800-525-9600
www.titlepromos.com
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TitleSCAN Systems•
Sudbury, MA
800-448-7226
www.titlescan.com

USA Digital Solutions, Inc.
Denver, CO
303-892-8000
www.usadsi.com

TitleSur£com
South Bend, IN
574-243-6040
www.titlesur£com

Virtual Desktop, Inc.
Dallas, TX
866-960-6400
www.virtualdesktopinc.com

Title Program Administrators
Phoenix, AZ
800-277-5680
www.titleprogram.com

Vortx Enterprises, Inc
Olathe, KS
913-768-4322
www.vortxsoftware.com

TitleSoft, Inc.
Maitland, FL
800-529-0585
www.titlesoft.com

West Central Indexing*
Alexandria, MN
320-761-9361
www.westcentralindexing.com

Title Experts and Management
Services (TEAMS)
McKinney, TX
214-544-8500
www.titleexperts.biz

White and Williams LLP
Philadelphia, PA
215-864-7188
www.whiteandwilliams.com

Title Solutions, Inc.
Westerville, OH
800-836-9787
www.titlesolutions.com
Title Support Services, Inc. **
Annapolis, MD
888-268-0422
www.titlesupportservices.com
UCLID Software
Madison, WI
877-778-2543
www.uclid.com
Ultima Corporation
Hardy, AR
870-856-6106
www.ultima.com
U.S. Recordings, Inc.
St. Paul, MN
651-766-5100
www.usrecordings.com

Windward Consulting, LLC
Waunakee, WI
608-850-5170
WorkTogether.US
New York, NY
917-903-0389
www.worktogether.us
yourtitlesite.com
Westerville, OH
614-508-0032
www.yourtitlesite.com
•Exhibitor
** Exhibitor and Sponsor

Visit The ALTA Technology
Products Directory at www.alta.org/
publications/technology
Visit The ALTA Business Products
Directory at www.alta.org/
publications/business/index.cfm
www.alta.org

AIM® for Windows®
ENHANCE ----------,
the transaction process and offer your customers
a magnificent closing experience with AIM for
Windows, Landata Systems'

award~winning

title

and escrow production system.

• Integrates with TitleSearch®, featuring Advanced Search Analysis, to speed search time by as much as 40 percent
• Integrates with Policy Register for electronic policy reporting
• Integrates with SureClose® and FileStor® and is available on Titlelogix® for a completely electronic process
• Receives orders electronically through Stewart Order Entry or StewartTrak™ or Real EC®
• Offers an easy-to-use, intuitive user experience
• Supported regionally to solve issues in your local market
• Useful for both residential and commercial closings
• Offers flexibility and expandability

c_~rt
Integrated Solutions. Increased Productivity.

For more information on AIM for Windows,
visit www.landatasystems.com/ AIM
or call 1-888-LANDATA (526-3282).

for the record · www.pria.us
E-Recording in Florida

PRIA Summer Conference

In an effort to record documents more
efficiently, Broward County, FL, and Ingeo
Systems, Inc. have implemented e-recording
using PRIA standards.
Sue Baldwin, director of the county records
division in Broward County, said her
department has accepted more than 1,300
documents using the new PRIA standards.
Implementation of e-recording allows the
county to record several documents with a
few keystrokes, Baldwin said.
"It's a lot less labor intensive; all it takes is a
couple of keystrokes to do what once took a
lot of hard work," she said. "Using PRIA's
standards will help us deal with a lot more
volume."
Many companies favor using paperless
transactions when recording documents, said
Todd Haugaard, president oflngeo, Inc. of
Logan, UT.
"Some of the companies we deal with use
our service to automate their document
preparation, signing, and notarization tasks,
which are much more efficient in an
electronic environment," Hougaard said. "Still
others are using it because they have learned
over time that anything that can be done
electronically produces a better managed and
more efficient way to run their operations."
Baldwin said her county has worked with
several organizations to establish e-recording.
"Broward County and PRIA have worked
hard with the Mortgage Industry Standards
Maintenance Organization (MISMO),
Aptitude Solutions, and the Mortgage
Bankers Association to make sure we have all
developed a standard we could all be happy
with," Baldwin said.
Broward County completed one of the first
paperless real estate transactions in July 2000.

A new electronic format for the newsletter, the reelection of Board members,
and other new directions for the Property Records Industry Association were
among the significant matter addressed by the Board of Directors at PRIA's
Summer Conference in San Antonio, Texas, July 22-23.
PRIA has continued to grow steadily, and the board of directors is continuing
to make changes to accommodate this expansion. Treasurer Sybille Sauerbrun
reported that programs such as Conference Sponsorship Packages and sponsor
benefits such as the President's Circle and Ambassador status have drawn more
interest in PRIA and helped increase revenue significantly.
The future looks bright for PRIA in the upcoming year, according to PRIA
President Mark Monacelli. To help steer the course of the Association, six
board members were reelected at the Conference:
• Maxine Olson-Hill, recorder of deeds, Burleigh County, North Dakota
• Steve McDonald, recorder, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania
• Joan McCalmant, recorder, Linn County, Iowa
• Carolyn Ableman, chief deputy auditor, Snohomish County, Washington
• Rich McCarthy, director of research, American Land Title Association
• David Ewan, legal consultant, New Jersey Land Title Association
Other sections of PRIA continue to grow as well. State Advisory Council
Coordinator Jennifer Jones reports that nine new members have joined the
Council and are tackling several new initiatives to help increase general
knowledge and awareness of PRIA's activities throughout the United States.
PRIA's Web site, www.pria.us, will also be expanding with new sections such
as a members only section with exclusive information on new projects,
programs, events, and issues such as electronic recording and other issues the
association is addressing.
Another new section "PRIA on the Move" will keep members informed
about conferences and events where PRIA will have a presence. The upcoming
months look to be busy ones for all of PRIA!

Property Records
Industry Association

~rt[ Recortlf .

PO. Box 3159

'1/11Juillf Ass«t1tion Durham, NC 27715-3159
PRIA
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(919) 433-0121
www.pria.us
Michael R. Borden
coordinator@pria.us

PRIA Develops New Workgroup
ware of the lack of formal standards for the archiving of paperbased electric information regarding government land records,
PRIA has developed a new group to create such standards.
PRIA developed the Arch ival , Backup and Disaster Recovery Workgroup to
develop rules to archive records, PRIA President Mark Monacelli said.
"Part of this goes back to a county in Missouri that lost some, or all, of
their front-end data as well as backup data," Monacelli said. "Counties
have been asking for some type of guideline in helping them prepare for
disaster recovery. Thus, PRIA developed this as part of the work group. "
Jim Harper, co-chair of the work group, said Monacelli approached him
after conducting a seminar on document preservation.
"We 're at the beginning stages now, " Harper said. "The group will cover
anything from loss of recorded documents, images on a system , harddrive failure and natural disasters."

A

www.alta.org

Pure Title Software Genius.
RamQuest Software Clones Closers!
Well, we haven't done that. But, RamQuest customers have seen substantial productivity gains from their closers
when using RamQuest Software products. That means more work done by the same number of people, or
essentially, cloning closers!
RamQuest has created one of the most powerful software solutions for the Land Trtle Industry. Our Land Title
Closing, Escrow Accounting, Electronic and Imaging software products were rated #1 in the industry for Ease of
Use, Ease of Leaming, Number of Tasks Performed, and Value of Investment.
Visit www.ramquest.com, or call 1.800.542.5503 to see why the RamQuest Software Solution has become
THE STANDARD IN LAND TITLE SOFTWARE.
Do More - Do It Better - Make It Easier - See The Value

member news
Movers & Shakers
ARIZONA
Gerry Ring Waltz has
rejoined First American
Title Insurance
Company, Phoenix, as
vice president, national
commercial services and
builder development for
the Southwest region. Waltz was working
for a national competitor before returning
to First American.

CALIFORNIA
Wayne Johnston has
been promoted to senior
VP/western divisional
manager for United
General Title Insurance
Co., Denver. He will
oversee the newly formed
western Division. Before joining United
Title in 1996,Johnston worked for
TRW/National Title.

Lawrence F. Scofield,Jr.,

i....._,..._..

has been appointed vice
president and New
England states manager
ofThe Talon Group, a
division of First
American Title
Insurance Company, Santa Ana. Prior to
joining The Talon Group, Scofield served
as senior vice president and New England
states manager for a large Boston-area
underwriter.

COLORADO
Zenodata Corp., Castle
Rock, has two
announcements. David
Granger has been
promoted to the position
of vice president and
chief technical officer.
Previously he served as vice president of
engineering.
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COLORADO, CONT.

OHIO, CONT.

John Moinester has

Nancy Waldschmidt joins First American
Title Insurance Company, Cleveland, as
commercial underwriting counsel. She
most recently worked as a real estate staff
attorney at Thompson Hine LLP

been named executive
vice president and chief
financial officer.
Moinester served as chief
operating officer of
Healthcare Reports
LLC, before joining Zenodata.

FLORIDA
Lori Adams has been promoted to
assistant vice president/agency manager for
Fidelity National Title Insurance Co.,
Miami. Most recently she was title
insurance specialist.

PENNSYLVANIA
Evan M. Zanic has been
promoted to
Pennsylvania state
manager for First
American Title
Insurance Company,
Santa Ana. He previously
served as western Pennsylvania area
manager.

NEW JERSEY
John Shafer has been named senior

TEXAS

VP/eastern divisional manager for United
General Title Insurance Co., Denver. He
will oversee the Eastern Division. Most
recently Shafer worked for Centex Title
and Insurance Co.

REI Data Inc., Houston, has two
announcements. Gayle Bennett was
named vice president and
national account
-----~
manager for the West;
and Robert Brian Avery
has been appointed vice
president and national
account manager for
Florida and the
Avery
southeast. Bennett
founded GSB Notary Inc., and worked in
real estate information as a strategic
account executive. Avery previously held
account management and vice president
roles in the real estate industry.

NEW YORK
Bajan "Deak'' Koepeczi-Deak has been
hired as vice president and manager to
head up the new Buffalo office ofThe
Talon Group New York, a division of First
American Title Insurance Company of
New York. Working with him will be:
Christopher C. Willett, counsel; Molly
Irvin-Peter, underwriter; Katherine Rusek,
agency representative; John J. Ben, counsel,
underwriter and abstracter; and James G.
Burke, searcher/abstracter.

named national director
for emerging domestic
real estate markets for
Stewart Title Company,
Houston. Menendez
previously served as a
San Antonio Zoning Commissioner.

OHIO
Carl]. Dyczek has
joined the Cleveland
office of Roetzel &
Andress as a partner in
the Corporate and
Business Services Group.

Jose Menendez has been

LL---'IL.ll- - - - l
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Is market volatility making it difficult to keep your insurance
program afloat? An E&O Insurance Company owned and
governed by title professionals can be a lifesaver.
... And that's just what TIAC is - the
only E&O program for title professionals created and endorsed by the
American Land Title Association.
Cutting-edge coverage, stable rates,
unparalleled claims and underwriting

~
TIAC

services, policyholder dividends, and a
14 year history of providing a strong,
stable market make TIAC the smart
choice.
Call us today and see what a smart
choice TIAC is.

Your company. Your choice.
Title Industry Assurance Company, A Risk Retention Group .
2 Wisconsin Circle, Suite 650 • Chevy Chase, MD 20815 -7011
phone : (800) 628-5136 • fax : (800) TIAC FAX (842-2329)
www.cpim.com/tiac

TITLE and ESCROW
AGENTS
Available Limits
$250,000 to $5M limits. Our policy will match your current limit of Liability

Deductible
$2,500 to $50,000 deductibles available

Prior Acts Coverage
Our policy will match the retroactive date of your present policy
for previously unknown errors and omission claims that may
be brought in this period

Extended Reporting Periods
Commonly referred to as "Tail Coverage;"
One year to an unlimited extension may be available

Other Policy Features Include:
~Claims

made policy form
~Lower minimum premiums
~Duty to defend
~Affiliated business arrangements can be
added provided the entity meets company
underwriting requirements
~Premium financing is available
~Title opinion coverage available
~Fidelity and Surety Bonds available

Title Program Administrators
4545 E. Shea Blvd., Suite 244
Phoenix, AZ 85028
PH: 800-277-5680 Fax: 602-383-1945
www.titleprogram.com

NEW ALTA
MEMBERS
TEXAS, CONT.
Paul Moran has been
promoted to senior
VP/central division
manager for United
General Title Insurance
Co., Denver. Moran will
oversee the newly formed
Central Division. Moran joined United
General in 1988 and most recently headed
the national operations and the Midwest
reg10n.

VIRGINIA
LandAmerica Financial Group,
Richmond, has annow1ced several
promotions. Brian Collins has been
named vice president-mergers and
acquisitions. Collins previously served
LandAmerica as assistant vice presidentacquisitions. LarryTuliszewski has been
promoted to senior vice presidentcommercial services for the northeast
region. He previously served as vice
president and Philadelphia branch
manager for commercial services. And,
senior vice president and corporate
controller John R. Blanchard will retire on
December 31, 2004, after serving the
company for 27 years.

Mergers &Acquisitions
First American Title Insurance
Company has acquired Midland Title
Agency of Northwest Ohio, Inc., and
Columbian National Title Company of
Topeka, KS. Also acquired was Safeco
Land Title of Forth Worth, TX.
LandAmerica Financial Group, Inc. has
acquired Inspections Pros, Inc. of San
Ramon, CA, and Becker Engineering of
Cincinnati, OH. Also acquired were
Channel Islands Escrow, Inc. of Oxnard,
CA, Universal Title Services, Inc. of
Crystal Lake, VA, Lawyers Title Agency
of orth Florida, Inc., and Lawyers Title
Agency of orth Florida, West Division.
Inc.
www.alta.org

Stewart Title Company has acquired
Whitman County Title located in
Pullman, WA, and Security Title of
Billings, MT Also acquired were Carter
County Abstract Co., Inc., and Executive
Escrow LLC of Ardmore, OK.

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Arkansas
Jennifer Wilson
Associates Closing & Title
a div. ofWilson &Associates, P.L.L.C.
Little Rock

The Talon Group ew York has acquired
All New York Title Agency, Inc. in White
Plains, NY.

Donis Hamilton
Northeast Title Services, Inc.
Paragould

New Offices

Chuck Dyer
Edwards Abstract Company
Van Buren

Market Street Settlement Group, Inc.
announced the opening of its newest office
in Lancaster, PA.
The Talon Group ofNew York, a division
of First American Title Insurance Co. of
New York, has opened an office in Buffalo.
Ticor Title Insurance Company
announced the opening of its new agency
operations headquartered in Pittsburgh,
PA.

KUDOS
The Pennsylvania Land Title
Association recognized three of its most
accomplished members with professional
designations during its recent Annual
Convention. Trish D'Amico of Fidelity
National Title Insurance Co. received the
Associate Land Title Professional (ALTP)
designation. Maureen Reilly Montani of
Abstract Professionals, Ltd., and John T
Croke ofThe Croke Group, Inc., received
the Certified Land Title Professional
(CLTP) designation. Details: Chris
Reynolds 610-566-1960.

Colorado
Douglas Farr
CPR Title
Denver
Florida
Frederic Heath
Builders Title Corp.
Cape Coral

Kay Waters
Soutl1ern Professional Title Services,
Inc.
Lake Butler
Julia Colley
Closing Search & Exam
Lehigh Acres
Curtis Shenkman
Desantis, Gaskill, Smith &
Shenkman, P.A.
North Palm Beach
Thayer Fairing
American Title Abstracts &
Escrow Services
Oviedo
Josh Bonner
Bella Title Services, Inc.
Palm Harbor
Georgia
Jason Eanes
J. Eanes Research, Inc.
Alpharetta
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NEW ALTA
MEMBERS
Georgia, cont.
Linda Capabianco
Capabianco, Linda
Cumming

Philip Kilby
Deer Creek Title Corporation
Bel Air

Lonnie Foster
Foster's Abstracting Services
Lithonia

Patrick Greaney
Montgomery Title Company, LLC
Chevy Chase

Scott McClellan
McClellan, Scott
Marietta

James Savitz
Village Settlements, Inc.
Gaithersburg

Joseph Robertson
Robertson, Joseph L.
Metter

Jason Sklar
Heavy Weight Title Company
Owings Mills

JoAnne Bivens
Bivens, JoAnne
Roswell

Massachusetts
Lisa Delaney
Carvin & Delaney, LLP
Braintree
Michigan
Brian Dungjen
Lakeshore Title Company
Beulah

Kansas
Melissa Bruner
Courthouseinfo.com
Bel Aire
Kentucky
James Hunter
Hunter, James H.
Lexington

Garrett McNalley
Cass County Title Office, Inc.
Marcellus

Richard Freeman
Paramount Title, LLC
Louisville

Minnesota
Janet Henely
Carpe Diem Title & Abstracting, LLC
Truman

Susan Howard
Linn Station Title Agency, Inc.
Louisville
John Schroering
Schroering, John
Louisville

Missouri
Stephen Paulus
Meramec Area Title Company
Cuba

Louisiana
Chantil Broussard
Ace Title Company LLC
Alexandria
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Charles Langlois
Langlois Abstractor Appraiser &
Notary
Oscar

Maryland
Matthew Lynch
Atlas Title, LLC
Baltimore

Rory Shows
R & S Titleworks, Inc.
Decatur

Gene Thibodeaux
Trans-Louisiana Abstract & Title
LLC
Baton Rouge

Louisiana, cont.
J. Todd Reeves
Team Title, L.L.C.
Covington

Jennifer Smith
Network Title Company
Lake St. Louis
)

John York
TitleAmerica, Inc.
St. Louis

Montana
RodneyJohnson
Fidelity Title Agency of Lake County
Polson
New Hampshire
Richard Askins
Priority Title Services, Inc.
Concord
New Jersey
Richard Eland
e-Land Title Solutions, LLC
Lawrenceville
Pinal Schneidmill
Genesis Title Agency Corp.
Mount Holly
Virginia Lugo
Access Title Corp.
Parlin

New Mexico
Patricia Wild
Town & Country Title and Abstract
Qyemado
New York
Emily Miller
Cornerstone Property Services, LLC
Albany
Michael Harrison
Hamlet Title Agency, Inc.
Holtsville
Anthony Lenza
Midland Abstract, Ltd.
Staten Island
Theresa Sanders
CCN Real Estate Settlement &
Title Services, Inc.
Syracuse

Ohio
Kim Greco
Great Lakes Title Agency of Ohio
Cleveland
Donna Allen
Allen, Donna S.
Croton

Kim Greco
All Service Title Agency
Middleburg Hts

www.alta.org

Ohio, cont.
Gary Capello
Capello & Associates LTD
Toledo

Virginia, cont.
Tanya Barrett
Barrett Abstract, Inc.
Midlothian

Wendelyn Pinkerton
Eris Title Agency, Inc.
Urbana

Jane Gleason
Courthouse Title Services
Midlothian

William Fischer
Fischer, William E.
Vandalia

Catherine Mundy
Allegiance Title Insurance Agency
Montross

Pennsylvania
Michael Mahoney
Security Search and Abstract Co., Inc.
Bala Cynwyd

Toney Fitzgerald
Fitzgerald, Toney R.
Richmond

South Dakota
Wayne Roe
Lawrence Title Company, LLC
Deadwood
Tennessee
Yvette Meldrum
Mid-State Title & Escrow, Inc.
Franklin

Rosalie Green
Green, Rosalie E.
Richmond
Michael Heptinstall
Advantage Title, Inc.
Roanoke
Nancy Swanson
Tidal Title Co., Inc.
Suffolk

Patricia Deason
Builders Title & Escrow
Knoxville

Elizabeth Jones
Attorneys Title Service Corp.
Vienna

Texas
Donald Henslee
Country Title, LLC
Austin

John Hook
Commonwealth Title &Abstract Corp.
Virginia Beach

Vennont
Joseph DeBonis
Arbor Title & Abstract Co., Inc.
Poultney
Virginia
Sharon Simpson
SSSSBV Company
Beale ton

James Cranwell
Abstract American Title, Inc.
Fairfax
Wayne Brown
P & W Title Exam. Services, LLS
Harrisonburg
Pam Much
King William Title, LLC
King William

Betty Nelson
BLN, Inc.
Virginia Beach
Loretta Twyrnan
Twyman Services LLC
Virginia Beach
Peggy White
White, Peggy
Virginia Beach

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
California
Sally Young
Countrywide Bank
Rosemead
Colorado
Robert Hutchinson
IDIA Group, Inc.
Lakewood
Connecticut
Bridget Mellen
Closings Unlimited.com
Meriden
Florida
Jeffrey Baxter
Baxter & Elias, LLP
Miami Lakes

Nikki Uri
Naples
Georgia
Stephen Greenberg
Greenberg, Stephen F.
Savannah
Massachusetts
Chris Strynar
Strynar, Chris
Norton
New York
George Goldman
Goldman, George
orthport
Oregon
James Whitaker
Smart's Publishing Group
Ashland

Joy Herndon
Cardinal Abstract Company
Warrenton
Wisconsin
Jay Fischer
Valley Title, Inc.
Wausau

Lynn Rucker
Rucker, Lynn Clarke
Lawrenceville
www.alta.org
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Marketplace

Title News Advertisers

Situations wanted or help wanted
ads are $80 for the first 50 words,
$1 for each additional word, 130
words maximum. Insertion rate
drops to $70 for first 50 words for
three or more consecutive placements. For sale or wanted to buy
ads are $250 for 50 words, $1 for
each additional word, 130 words
maximum. Insertion rate drops to
$225 for 50 words for three or more
consecutive placements. Placing a
box around an ad costs an extra $20
for help wanted or situations wanted, $50 for sale or wanted to buy.
Blind-box service available upon
request.
To place a classified ad in
Marketplace, send ad copy and
check made payable to American
Land Title Association to: Title News
Marketplace, ALTA, 1828 L Street,
N.W., Suite 705, Washington, DC
20036.
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Tille and Escrow Agents
I

f you are required to furnish a surety bond in any of the fi fty states in order to become
licensed as a title or escrow agent, here's why you should choose us:

• Very competitive rates
• Separate Bond
Department
focused on license
bond needs

• Realistic
underwriting
requirements
• Fast, efficient
service

Call Joanna
Carson or Darlene
Evans toll free at
800-365-010 I for
details.

Empl oyee Owned

INSURANCE

scottins.com
1301 Old Graves Mill Rd. • P.O. Box 10489 • Lynchburg, Virginia 24506 • Telephone 1-800-365-0101
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• RedX Interfacing
• Escrow Processing
•Title Produdion
•Trust Accounting
•Management Reports •Sub Escrow
•Processing Services
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